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Abstract: In weed science and management, models are important and can be used to better
understand what has occurred in management scenarios, to predict what will happen and to evaluate
the outcomes of control methods. To-date, perspectives on and the understanding of weed models
have been disjointed, especially in terms of how they have been applied to advance weed science
and management. This paper presents a general overview of the nature and application of a full
range of simulation models on the ecology, biology, and management of arable weeds, and how
they have been used to provide insights and directions for decision making when long-term weed
population trajectories are impractical to be determined using field experimentation. While research
on weed biology and ecology has gained momentum over the past four decades, especially for species
with high risk for herbicide resistance evolution, knowledge gaps still exist for several life cycle
parameters for many agriculturally important weed species. More research efforts should be invested
in filling these knowledge gaps, which will lead to better models and ultimately better inform weed
management decision making.
Keywords: weed seedling emergence; crop-weed competition; weed population dynamics; gene
flow; herbicide resistance; decision-support tools; predictive models
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1. Introduction
Weeds present a major challenge to agricultural production worldwide [1]. They interfere with
crops both through resource competition [2] and via non-competitive interactions [3,4] potentially
causing severe crop yield losses. Research into the ecological factors affecting weed species dominance,
such as their competitive interactions with crops and response to different management practices,
among others, is vital for developing suitable strategies for tackling the threats posed by weeds
effectively and economically [5,6]. Several experimental methods and approaches have been developed
by researchers to facilitate a better understanding of weed ecological processes and inform management
decisions [7,8].
Empirical studies, typically conducted using targeted field and controlled-environment experiments,
allow for direct measurements of response variables and provide valuable information on the interaction
of weeds with their environment and management practices. However, these measurements, per se,
are insufficient for providing a deeper quantitative insight into the nature and dynamics of the interactions
occurring within the field [9]. Moreover, measurement of long-term responses of new treatment
combinations often requires expensive and time-consuming experiments. In this respect, simulation
models are beneficial to researchers and practitioners [10,11]. Models can be used to accomplish three key
purposes: understanding what has occurred, predicting what may happen, and evaluating outcomes
of control methods [12]. Models facilitate in silico analysis of various scenarios without the necessity
for conducting large-scale, long-term studies [13], and can also be used to provide best management
practice recommendations, improve communication, and offer management support [14–16]. Models do
not provide exact predictions of the future, but they offer valuable insights and facilitate decision making
when nothing else can.
Weed models have evolved over many years, from simple descriptive models to more mechanistic
models of weed–crop interactions and from models that simulate weed population dynamics to
system-level models that encompass several important aspects of the broader system. In weed
science, a plethora of models have been developed and tested to provide a quantitative understanding
of weed ecology and management. These models interplay with each other in simulating weed
demographic processes and management outcomes (Figure 1). Thorough reviews of the fundamentals
of model development, analysis, and applications in weed–crop interactions and management are
available [17–21]. However, knowledge is disjointed on how simulation models have been applied in
different areas within the weed science domain to advance the science and management, and, to our
knowledge, no comprehensive overview is available in this regard.
The objective of this review is to provide, using selected examples, the general structure of models,
a synthesis of how models have been utilized in some of the key areas within weed science, what
quantitative insights have been gained from such models, and what are the pragmatic outcomes for
management. Our goal, however, is not to offer an extensive analysis of all published models in
weed science. The scope of this review is limited to arable weeds occurring in agricultural production
systems and the discussions may not necessarily apply to weeds in natural ecosystems. This review
focuses on the current state-of-the-art of weed modeling, which is grouped here into five thematic
areas. First, we present models on seed dormancy, germination, and seedling emergence, which inform
the timing of weed seedling emergence and predict weed densities. Next, we provide an overview
of models related to weed–crop interference and yield loss predictions. We then show approaches
that model weed demographics and long-term population dynamics. We further offer insights into
the models that simulate herbicide resistance (HR) evolution and gene flow. Finally, we summarize
modeling initiatives that support management decision-making in cropping systems.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the interplay between different models used to simulate key weed ecological
processes and management outcomes. Models have been used to predict individual processes, such as
seed dormancy changes, seed germination, seedling emergence, gene flow, dispersal, among others.
Intra- and inter-specific competition governs the extent of damage caused by a given species and
propagule production. In cropping situations, models predicting crop-weed competition and yield loss
are used to understand the impact of uncontrolled weed escapes. Collectively, these models serve as
sub-models in simulating weed demography and population dynamics. The weed population dynamic
models, with the potential to simulate long-term population dynamics serve as a core component in the
development of specialized models such as herbicide resistance simulation models, weed invasion models,
etc. These specialized models are typically used by researchers to help answer fundamental research
questions and inform best management strategies for specific field issues. Management decision support
tools are used for assisting with management decision making by various stakeholders. These tools may
differ in scope, but are designed to serve as user-friendly tools for simulating long-term biological and/or
economic implications in response to different management scenarios. Additionally, other broader models
such as crop growth/cropping system simulation models and global change models interact with weed
population dynamic models in facilitating weed management decision making.
2. Modeling Weed Seed Dormancy, Germination, and Seedling Emergence
Dormancy is one of the most important attributes of weed seedbank dynamics, as it complicates
the accurate prediction of both timing and quantity of seedling emergence. Environmental factors
interact with each other, affecting the level of seedbank dormancy and therefore germination [22,23].
Temperature is considered the most important environmental variable regulating both changes in the
level of weed seed dormancy and germination rate [24], while soil water potential is acknowledged as
a temperature-modulating factor [25].
In annual weeds, the seasonal nature of field emergence results from the combined effect of soil
temperature variability and the permissive thermal range for germination [26]. In turn, the amplitude
of the germination permissive range is defined by the seedbank dormancy level, which is regulated
by seasonal temperature changes and modulated by soil moisture conditions. Thus, field emergence
is constrained to the time-window in which both soil temperature and water potential overlap
(i.e., the hydro-thermal range) [27].
As seedbank dormancy is not a discrete attribute, different seed-fractions of a population have
different requirements to overcome dormancy and thus become quiescent. Therefore, as indicated by
Battla and Benech-Arnold [25], the quantification of the seedbank dormancy level should reflect both
the average response, as well as the distribution of these requirements within the population. For this
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purpose, threshold-based models are a useful tool for quantifying changes in the mean sensitivity of
the population and the distribution of sensitivity thresholds among seed fractions [28].
There are numerous examples of the application of weed population models to describe changes
in the level of seed dormancy [29–33]. Most of these models have been developed to evaluate the effect
of temperature, and in some cases, its interaction with soil water potential. For example, Bouwmeester
and Karssen [29,34] applied the concept of thermal-time using regression models aiming at describing
seasonal changes in the level of dormancy and predict field emergence of Polygonum persicaria L. and
Sisymbrium officinale (L.) Scop. Bauer et al. [30] developed a thermal-time model to quantify dormancy
changes in Bromus tectorum L. during field after-ripening. In the latter model, the mean base water
potential (Ψb (50)) was used as a population dormancy index and the rate of change of Ψb (50) was
linearly described as a function of after-ripening thermal-time accumulation.
Batlla and Benech-Arnold [31,35] developed a thermal-time model to quantify changes in the level
of Polygonum aviculare L. dormancy using a stratification thermal-time index. Gianinetti and Cohn [32]
using a hydro-time approach described primary dormancy release and the potential for secondary
dormancy induction in Oryza sativa L. seeds. Alternatively, Gardarin et al. [33] proposed modeling the
dynamics of emergence from a multispecies seedbank based on weed species seed traits (e.g., seed coat
thickness, mass and shape). These represent a few examples of mechanistic-based models developed
to gain insight into complex seedbank dormancy and germination dynamics. Mechanistic models
make predictions from experimental information, however, site-specific data are often unavailable
or cumbersome to gather [36]. Therefore, empirical models using known relationships are more
commonly used for modeling weed seedling emergence under field conditions [37].
Empirical models incorporating the relationship between seedling emergence and growing
degree days (GDD; ◦C day) can be categorized as thermal-time (TT), hydrothermal-time (HTT),
and photo-hydrothermal-time (PhHTT) models. In thermal-time models, daily mean soil temperature
(directly associated with air temperature) is accumulated above a specific threshold during the
cropping season until weed emergence is completed [38]. Hydrothermal-time models include a
combination of soil temperature and water potential in predicting weed seedling emergence [39,40].
In photo-hydrothermal-time models, photoperiod is used to modify TT based on day length [41].
Light quality and quantity may also influence seed germination, but these requirements are highly
variable among weed species [42], and very few studies have utilized these parameters in models
predicting seed germination for arable weeds.
The nonlinear regression (NLR) model that typically best describes weed seedling emergence,
takes the following form (Equation (1)):
Y = f(X,θ) + ε (1)
where Y is cumulative emergence, ε ≈ N (0, σ2), X is cumulative GDD (TT, HTT or PhHTT), and θ is a
parameter vector. The regression function, f(X, θ), is typically an S-shaped nonlinear function that
needs to be defined. Different regression functions have been fitted to weed seedling emergence data
and, among these, Logistic, Weibull, and Gompertz are the most popular [43].
The use of NLR models has been questioned, mainly due to a lack of statistical robustness [44].
For instance, field data sampling is performed sequentially over the same experimental units.
Consequently, observed cumulative emergence values obtained from consecutive monitoring are not
statistically independent, resulting in positive autocorrelation of the residuals, which leads to erroneous
predictions. Although emerged seedlings are counted in each date, the ‘new emergence’ events could
have occurred any time during the interval between the two consequent counts. These ‘blind’ periods
are known as ‘censored data’, which can lead to biased results. However, new approaches have
been proposed which overcame these statistical issues and provided more reliable outputs [45,46]
Approaches based on survival analysis [47], genetic algorithms [48,49], artificial neural networks
(ANNs) [50,51], and nonparametric estimation [43,52,53] have been developed for weed seedling
emergence modeling.
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In the past decade, global concern surrounding the social and environmental impacts of pesticides
has led to an increased emphasis on reducing herbicide use. As a result, there is a new emphasis on
optimizing herbicide dose and application timing. The use of modeling to predict both timing and
magnitude of weed emergence is clearly imperative, yet not a fully deployed strategy for improving
practical decision-making in weed management.
3. Weed–Crop Interference and Yield Loss Prediction Models
The interactions between weeds and crops represent one of the most challenging problems to
describe and understand in order to predict yields because they are at the same trophic level. Therefore,
clear visual symptoms or signs of interference are difficult to identify until it is too late. Furthermore,
without having a weed-free treatment for comparison, it is impossible to directly quantify the reduction
in crop growth caused by weed interference.
In general, pest managers have used the quantification of pest density and activity and its relation
to crop damage as the basis to develop models that predict yield loss and thresholds to determine the
method and timing of weed control actions [54,55].
Several approaches have been implemented to relate weed density to crop yield loss. In general,
the rectangular hyperbola has proven to describe the relationship between weed density and crop
yield loss adequately [56] (Equation (2)).
YL =
Id
1 + IA d
(2)
where YL represents yield loss as a percentage of the expected crop yield under a weed-free scenario,
d is weed density at a given time during the growing season, I is the percentage yield loss as d→ 0,
and A is percentage yield loss when d→∞.
Although yield loss tends to increase as weed density increases, this is not always the case [57]
because weed size in relation to the crop plays a major role in determining the level of interference [55].
Thus, a few large weeds might reduce yield more than many small weeds that are more likely to be
outcompeted by the crop. Additionally, as the interval between crop and weed emergence increases,
the intensity of weed interference decreases. Therefore, A and I in Equation (2) are likely to vary
depending on weed emergence timing [56].
Weed biomass can be a robust predictor of crop yield loss [18,58]. Thus, the higher the weed
biomass (regardless of density), the higher the reduction in crop yield. However, determining weed
biomass is time-consuming and difficult to monitor in the field. Another problem with considering
weed biomass alone for crop yield loss prediction is that it does not provide a clear indication of
how much of that biomass was interfering with crop growth. Kropff and Spitters [59] developed a
modeling approach to predict weed interference and crop yield loss for sugar beet–lambsquarters and
corn–barnyardgrass competition, based on the ratio between the leaf area of the weeds and the crop,
which integrates three key components of weed–crop interference (Equation (3)). First, total leaf area is
the result of weed density as well as leaf area per plant; second, leaf area is an important driver of
photosynthetic activity and growth potential; third, weed leaf area also influences shading potential on
crop plants, which in turn reduces crop photosynthesis and growth.
YL =
qLW
1 + (q− 1)LW
(3)
where LW is the weed proportion of the leaf area indices of both the crop and the weeds (Equation (4)),
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LAIW and LAIC are the leaf area indices of the weed and the crop, respectively. An advantage of
utilizing LAIs or relative leaf areas in crop yield loss prediction models is that this allows for modeling
interference from multiple weed species [60].
The period during the growing season when weeds interfere with the crop is another important
consideration when predicting yield loss [56,59]. The critical period of weed control is defined as the
period of time when weeds must be controlled before yield losses are greater than a target threshold
(usually 5% yield loss; [61,62]). In these models, chronological or thermal time was used to describe
how weed interference duration, starting at crop emergence, will progressively reduce yield [59,63].
It is important to highlight that the focus of these models is quantifying an acceptable interference
duration, for weeds that emerge with the crop or soon after crop emergence (i.e., early-emerging
cohorts). The early-emerging cohorts are more likely to cause the greatest crop yield reductions because
they will have a greater probability of shading and interfering with the crop by achieving greater
LAIs and growth rates than that of later-emerging weeds [64]. From a management perspective, early
emerging weeds are also more likely to survive post-emergence weed control actions due to their
larger size at the time of application. Accuracy in the estimation of weed emergence dates, especially
early during the growing season, is critical for yield loss prediction [65]. The use of additive and
replacement (or substitutive) designs and models for investigating crop–weed competition in binary
mixtures is also noteworthy [66,67].
Yield loss predictive models can also incorporate management and economic components, such as
herbicide efficacy and cost to develop decision-aid systems and help growers optimize their weed
control programs [54,68]. In general, those models predict yield loss based on weed pressure or
interference potential and simulate scenarios of weed control programs with different efficacies and
costs [69,70]. Prevention of yield loss is usually stated as a positive outcome of increased weed control
efficacy [58,62]. Thus, growers can identify and choose the management program that increases the
probability of reaching the target yield while minimizing weed control costs [69,70].
Advanced real-time sensing technologies can improve the accuracy of weed–crop interference
models, as well as allow the incorporation of other important factors such as spatial heterogeneity into
weed–crop interference models [18,68,71,72]. The challenges for quantifying leaf area in real-time in
the 1980s and 1990s, that limited the application of models such as the one developed by Kropff and
Spitters [59] are no longer an issue. The rapid advances in unmanned aerial vehicles with sensors and
machine learning algorithms have the potential to quickly and effectively quantify the ratio of weed
and crop leaf areas throughout the growing season and across large production fields [73]. This can
also help reduce the challenges of accurately quantifying q (Equation (3)) for different weed species
individually or as part of a community, as well as changes in q throughout the growing season within a
species [74]. A major obstacle to accurately predicting yield losses is weed patchiness, and although
many weed patches are stable from year to year, such aggregate distribution makes yield loss estimation
very challenging [75,76]. In this regard, yield monitors in combine harvesters may offer a solution;
yield monitors generate geospatial data of crop yield variation across a field, which can be overlaid
with weed distribution information. Thus, combining the weed–crop interference maps with spatial
yield maps will allow for the development of more robust yield loss prediction models. A similar
approach can be developed for smart sprayers that use real-time weed detection with geo-referencing
to make site-specific herbicide applications [75,76]. These applications can be tailored based on maps
of weed distribution, ground cover, and leaf area.
An underlying assumption of most models is that conditions for growth are optimal for the crop
and also for the worst weed; under those circumstances, the most important type of interference is
shading [59]. Interference in the root zone has been addressed in just a few models to describe how
weeds and crops compete for water and nutrients. Although more complex than light interference,
models that include root zone dynamics are based on the proportion of the soil to which the
weed and crop roots have access, as well as the level of overlap between the root systems of both
species [65,77]. Water and nutrient availability and uptake are related to growth or yield potential
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by parameterizing their effects on crop and weed photosynthesis. In this way, reductions in crop
growth caused by light interception by weeds can be integrated with reductions in underground
resource availability/uptake, because both converge in photosynthetic activity. This type of root zone
dynamics (i.e., root growth–water availability relations) might become progressively more important
with greater environmental variability, for example, irregular rainfall patterns or inadequate irrigation.
Evaluation of existing predictive models under a wider range of conditions is the first step to addressing
those issues.
Recently, noncompetitive interactions have been identified as important mechanisms determining
crop yield potential under field conditions [78]. Low red: far red ratios in the light reaching crop
seedlings as a result of weed shading can trigger the production of reactive oxygen species, damaging
crop plant cells and reducing the season-long crop growth. These noncompetitive interactions have
not been, so far, considered in yield loss predictive models. However, as more information is generated
about this eco-physiological phenomenon, it might be important to explore the need to incorporate
this component into predictive models. Noncompetitive interference may be particularly important
for decision-aid systems that require accurate projections of absolute yield, though most models are
based on relative yield loss.
Finally, it is worth noting that recent studies have indicated that weed–crop interactions can
change due to weed evolutionary adaptations. For example, Ziska [79] described how Avena fatua L. in
a 50-year period (i.e., very short time in evolutionary terms), has evolved to take advantage of modern
higher atmospheric CO2 levels, while the cultivated oats (Avena sativa L.) has not. Thus, the former
has now a greater potential to outcompete the latter. Similar results have been reported for red rice
(Oryza sativa) in comparison with cultivated varieties [80]. Amaranthus palmeri S. Wats. populations
were reported to have evolved a taller phenotype when growing in cropping systems with tall crops
when compared to short-statured crops [81]. Amaranthus palmeri has also evolved high nutrient-use
efficiency when grown in cropping systems typically receiving high rates of nitrogen-based synthetic
fertilizers [82].
Thus, evolutionary adaptive changes in weeds may need to be considered in weed–crop interference
models. If weeds evolve to be more competitive over time, while the competitive ability of crops stays the
same [78,79], predictive models will also progressively underestimate yield loss due to weed interference.
Recurrent parameterization and recalibration of the models are needed to make weed–crop interference
models relevant for decision-making and effective for yield loss prevention.
4. Gene Flow Models
In the past, gene flow was not generally investigated within agricultural ecosystems. With the
introduction of transgenic herbicide-resistant crops in the mid-1990s, there was renewed interest
in quantifying and modeling intra- or interspecific pollen-mediated gene flow (PMGF). In the past
15 years, there has been a growing recognition among weed scientists and practitioners that the
magnitude and extent of gene flow for weeds with high seed or pollen dispersal capability need to be
better understood [83,84]. This section includes modeling seed-mediated gene flow (SMGF) and PMGF,
but excludes modeling vegetative propagule (e.g., roots, rhizomes, stolons, tubers, bulbs) mediated
gene flow.
4.1. Seed-Mediated Gene Flow
In general, SMGF is inherently variable or stochastic and therefore difficult to model with high
precision or accuracy. Consequently, comparatively few studies have evaluated or modeled SMGF;
both of these types of assessments depend on seed size or morphology, type of dispersal vector,
and environment. Only models of seed dispersal by wind have been described, as they are relatively
easier to model and are much more advanced than for any other vector [85]. Although empirical models
are often used to simulate SMGF, little knowledge is gained of the underlying mechanisms governing
seed dispersal, such as horizontal or vertical wind speed and settlement velocity. Various mechanistic
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models, comprising mathematical algorithms, have been developed to simulate seed dispersal by wind
and the relative importance of physical and biological factors influencing SMGF. Seed dispersal by
wind of horseweed (Conyza canadensis L. Cronq.) has perhaps been most extensively modeled, both
empirically and mechanistically [86]. The simplest model uses a ballistic equation first developed
in the late 1800s. For example, the distance traveled by seeds of the Asteraceae family is a product
of the seed release height and the mean horizontal wind speed, divided by the terminal velocity
(constant falling velocity of a seed in still air) [87]. More complex models incorporate vertically variable
mean horizontal wind speed and air turbulence, with some models even accounting for discrepancies
between airflow and seed motion. A power-law dispersal kernel is often used to simulate seed
movement by wind [88,89]. For example, the equation for the inverse-Gaussian or Wald dispersal








where x is the distance travelled, and µ and λ are dispersal kernel parameters that depend on horizontal
and vertical wind velocity statistics, seed terminal velocity and seed release height.
Dispersal kernels can provide the probability of seed immigration either per unit distance
(one dimension) or per unit area (two dimensions). The statistical features of a dispersal kernel
are influenced by the interaction of air turbulence processes and seed attributes. While turbulence
processes are responsible for uplift and long-distance dispersal, seed attributes control its motion [89].
4.2. Pollen-Mediated Gene Flow
We define PMGF as outcrossing frequency as a function of distance between pollen donor
and receptor plants, not merely pollen grain dispersal dynamics (i.e., actual vs. potential PMGF,
respectively). Similar to SMGF, accurately modeling PMGF is challenging, as it is influenced by
numerous biological, environmental, and crop management factors and their interactions. The ultimate
function should dictate the choice of model. One-dimensional empirical models using negative
exponential, exponential power, or inverse power-law functions, have been mainly employed to
describe PMGF in weeds [90]. The use of multiple datasets from a wide range of environments
improves inference potential. Simple empirical models are best suited for field-scale trials or simple
field arrangements, but are not robust for predicting PMGF across an agricultural landscape with
multiple, spatially heterogeneous fields consisting of multiple pollen donors and receptors [84]. For the
latter situation, individual dispersal functions or dispersal kernels can be integrated across a range of
shapes, sizes, and arrangement of donor and receptor populations [91]. The data required to integrate
dispersal kernels over a landscape are much more demanding than for simple regressions. A geometric
fat-tailed inverse power-law function (Yg) has been recommended as being appropriate for predicting
PMGF at the landscape scale (Equation (6)) [92]:







where a is the scale parameter, b is the shape parameter, and r is the distance between the pollen source
and the sampling site.
While dispersal kernels do not specifically address PMGF mediated by insects, Shaw et al. [93]
suggest that the scale and form of functions describing insect-mediated pollen dispersal will be similar
to those derived for wind dispersal.
Mechanistic models (deterministic or stochastic) offer potentially greater predictive ability and
inference, especially for landscape-scale modeling of PMGF. However, few mechanistic models have
been developed for PMGF in crops or weeds, reflecting the challenges in accurately simulating PMGF
mediated by wind or insects. For example, although outcrossing rates tend to be high in areas
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downwind from the pollen donor, the effect of gusts and nonprevailing winds on outcrossing is
less predictable and amenable to modeling. Modeling of PMGF facilitated by insects has only been
attempted at the local scale [94]. In general, mechanistic models are best suited to describing potential
PMGF, i.e., three-dimensional pollen grain movement [95].
Weed population dynamic models encompass the key processes regulating the life cycle of
the weed species under consideration, including, but not limited to, seedbank dynamics (viability,
dormancy, germination), seedling emergence and establishment, inter and intraspecific competition,
breeding system/gene flow, fecundity, and propagule dispersal (Figure 2). These processes act as
filters and modulate the size and persistence of populations across growing seasons. These individual
processes are typically included as sub-models, and multiple sub-models interact in simulating
long-term population dynamics of a weed species. Sub-models for some of these important processes
were discussed in the sections above. To be meaningful, weed population dynamic models require the
most accurate estimates possible for key ecological processes. Such information is typically mined
from published literature, where available, for the species under consideration or from comparable
systems. For instance, researchers have extensively studied weed seed viability and longevity in
the seedbank [96,97], and the seedling emergence window of several weed species [37,39,98,99].
Additionally, the efficacy of different management practices must be known, and preferably sourced
from the literature. In situations where parameter estimates for important ecological processes and
management efficacies are not available, experiments are conducted to obtain such values if resources
permit; expert opinions have also been commonly utilized where appropriate.
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5. Weed Demography and Population Dynamic Models
Weed population dynamic models simulate the overall life cycle and demography of weeds and
provide a means to understand long-term population trajectories without the need for long-term
and oftentimes, impractical field studies [16]. These models offer valuable insights in areas where
genetic, biological, and ecological knowledge is lacking and indicate where future empirical research
efforts should be focused. When combined with long-term population response to management tactics,
these models assist regulatory agencies with policy making, industry with developing stewardship
programs, scientists with answering fundamental weed research questions, and crop advisors and
weed managers alike with making appropriate recommendations and field management decisions.
There are several practical examples of the utilization of weed population dynamic models as a
component of much broader models aimed at providing valuable insights and assisting decision- making
in different situations. These models are particularly helpful for understanding long-term changes to
weed population sizes, which is of great value given that weed management efforts must consider the
long-term consequences of current weed control efficacy and weed propagule production [100,101].
Models are used to explore realistic scenarios involving multiple criteria and objectives, including
different crop types, rotations, and management strategies. Generic models combine demographic
parameters characterizing population dynamics with functional traits. These models contribute to
understanding weed shifts in response to farming practices, such as weed seedbank dynamics, weed
suppression by crop dominance, and weed response to fertilization, soil disturbance, and herbicides.
Weed population dynamic models have for instance been utilized to evaluate the value of diversified
crop rotations in organic and conventional systems including both annual and perennial cash and
cover crops on long-term management of troublesome weed species [102,103]. Below, we present select
cases to illustrate how weed population dynamic models were used for understanding species shifts in
relation to management in real agricultural scenarios.
Different modeling approaches were applied to simulate changes to long-term population sizes,
particularly focusing on weed seedbanks. For instance, simple demographic models of seedbanks were
used to simulate the responses of Abutilon theophrasti Medik. and Setaria viridis (L.) Beauv. in continuous
maize cropping and two alternative crop rotations [104]. While Abutilon theophrasti seedbanks were almost
unaffected, Setaria viridis seeds were nearly eliminated by crop rotations, revealing harsh winters as a
strong demographic filter reducing Setaria viridis seed survival in the soil [104]. More recently, seedbank
dynamics have been modeled with several approaches ranging from simple statistical models to complex
generic models, which integrate equations based on physiological and ecological processes describing seed
fate in the soil. The simplest approach used statistical modeling to simulate the effects of crop sequences
on weed abundance in seedbanks of total weeds, monocotyledons, and dicotyledons [105], suggesting
practical management implications. Hence, crop sequences may be simplified to crop management classes
describing the sowing season, crop type, and target weed groups for herbicide application, such as grass
and broadleaved weeds. Although this statistical methodology was applied to simple weed groups, it is
also feasible to predict seedbank variations of individual species or functional groups [105].
Complex, multispecies models of annual weed floras were also developed to simulate weed
dynamics of multiple species and cohorts at a daily path over several years or decades [18,33,106].
Multispecific models simulate weed seedbank dynamics on a daily path based on demographic
parameters (mortality, dormancy, germination, and seedling emergence) for multiple weed species,
which interact with cropping systems and environmental conditions. Another multispecies model
based on functional traits successfully simulated the response of weeds to the increasing use of
herbicides and fertilizers due to agricultural intensification [107]. Besides demographic parameters,
the model included empirical functions that correlate to specific traits (seed weight and maximum
plant height), predicting that most common species had stable or increasing population sizes under
higher input levels, while nearly two-thirds of the species declined [107]. Colbach et al. [108] developed
a multispecies model (FlorSys) to simulate crop yield loss due to competition for light between crops
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and weeds, which was able to identify a few key parameters in crops and annual weeds that determine
crop yield loss in a wide range of cropping systems, soils, and climates.
Population dynamic models have been used as an integral component of models simulating HR
evolution in response to various herbicide use patterns and alternative management practices (Figure 3),
and have provided valuable insights for understanding the risks, and alternatives for managing or
slowing resistance evolution [109–115]. Herbicide resistance simulation models are discussed in more
detail in the following section.
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Weed population dynamic models have also been used as a core component of models assessing
population-level response to the transfer of novel genetic alleles through gene flow, with implications
for environmental risk assessment of novel crop technologies and developing suitable stewardship
practices for risk mitigation. For example, the model by Werle et al. [116] used the population dynamic
models of shattercane [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench ssp. drummondii (Nees ex Steud.) de Wet ex Davidse]
and johnsongrass [Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers.] for assessing management options for mitigating risk
associated with Inzen™ grain sorghum (resistant to acetolactate synthase-inhibiting herbicides) in
grain sorghum production in the United States. The model development and specifics are provided as
a case study in the supplementary material (supplementary material I).
6. Herbicide Resistance Simulation Models
Herbicid have beco e a mainstay of agricultural weed management since the first discovery and
commercialization of synthetic herbicides in the 1940s. However, in almost all global agroecosystems
where they have been used extensively, HR has evolved. By 2020, evolved HR has been documented in
262 weed species, with 23 of 26 known herbicide modes of action (MOA) affected [117]. Simulation models
have been an important tool to understand the ecological, agricultural, and evolutionary drivers of
resistance evolution, and the interactions between them [109,110,118–120]. Models are also useful to
design and validate optimal, situation-specific resistance management strategies [112,114,121].
Most models used in weed ecology and management are based on weed demography and
population dynamics (Figure 1) and models of HR are not different. However, simulating HR in
weeds is a more complex process than simply predicting changes in weed density and abundance.
Herbicide resistance simulation models typically consist of three integral components: the biology of
the species, genetic drivers of resistance and management factors that dictate population dynamics
and selection pressure (Figure 3).
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The biology component simulates the overall life history and population dynamics of the species.
For an annual species, it starts from dormant seeds in the soil seedbank to seed production and seedbank
replenishment, encompassing seedbank dynamics, seedling emergence pattern, density dependence and
competitive interactions, breeding system and gene flow, fecundity, seed dispersal, and post-dispersal seed
loss (Figure 2). These models must also simulate the genetics of HR to account for changes in the frequency
of different weed genotypes over time as resistance evolves. At the fundamental level, temporal models
require some representation of the genetic basis and inheritance of resistance traits. Extensive research
into the mechanisms and genetics of HR in global weeds has identified two major modes of resistance
inheritance; single gene traits inherited in Mendelian fashion and polygenic (or oligogenic) traits inherited
in a quantitative fashion [122]. When modeling genetic traits, both the random mutation rate and the initial
frequency of resistance in the population at the beginning of the simulation can be included depending on
the genetic basis being considered.
Various iterations of HR genetics and inheritance have been implemented in HR models. The simplest
approach used by Pannell et al. [123] in the ryegrass integrated management (RIM) bioeconomic model
of integrated weed management (IWM) has been to assume that resistance will evolve after a fixed
number of herbicide applications. This approach avoids the requirement to explicitly simulate resistance
genetics. Other models have explicitly simulated the evolution of Mendelian inheritance of single gene
traits [110,121] to one or more herbicide MOA. Models examining simultaneous evolution of monogenic
resistance to two herbicide MOA in a single weed population can be used to study interactions between
management choices and population dynamics [115,124]. The most complex HR models have simulated
the evolution of complex, multigenic resistance traits either through explicit modeling of the inheritance
of a fixed number of genes that interact to determine the resistance phenotype [112] or by using estimates
of trait heritability to model the evolution of resistance trait values under recurrent selection [125].
Gardner et al. [126] modeled the simultaneous evolution of major gene and quantitative resistance traits
in a weed population.
Several species-specific and life history characteristics of weeds interact with genetics and selection
(determined by management) to influence the rate of HR resistance evolution, and these characteristics
have been variously incorporated into models. Management-related factors, such as crop choice, soil
preparation, and the efficacy, timing, as well as frequency of use of herbicides, interact with biological
factors to influence the speed of resistance evolution. The timing of weed germination influences the
proportion of the population that is exposed to selection by a specific herbicide [113,119] and plant
mating systems (inbreeding versus outcrossing) will also affect the rate of resistance evolution and the
potential for dispersal of resistance alleles via seed and/or pollen [16].
Related to this, spatiotemporal dynamics [127] and environmental heterogeneity and dispersal [128]
are important determinants of resistance spread. Between-species differences for these key determinants of
resistance evolution mean that recommendations on managing HR developed with a species-specific HR
model cannot be broadly applied to all species, even in the same environment. Further, the relative fitness
of the HR weed (in the absence of the herbicide) has been an important biological component in HR models,
as reviewed by Vila-Aiub et al. [129]. Additional factors relevant to HR modeling, such as temporal
and spatial implicitness, deterministic versus stochastic models, and individual versus population-based
models are discussed in [130].
The ultimate aim of HR models has been to inform the design of resistance management strategies
and to understand how major agronomic and herbicide application variables may mitigate rates
of HR evolution. Major areas of consideration have been the effects of herbicide mixtures and
rotations on the evolution of resistance, the relative impacts of low and high doses on selection for
resistance, and the potential for diverse weed management practices and IWM to mitigate or slow the
evolution of resistance. Regardless of the way in which the genetics of resistance have been realized
in models, the use of herbicide mixtures and diversity in the form of sequences have been shown
to reduce the rate of resistance evolution. Herbicide mixtures were found to be effective because
of the exponentially reduced possibility of weed populations simultaneously evolving resistance to
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more than one MOA [121]. Herbicide sequences have the advantage of reducing selection pressure
by ensuring that different weed cohorts are exposed to different herbicide MOA [113]. However,
interactions between herbicides can be antagonistic or complementary [131].
The “dose debate” has been actively discussed for some time in the HR literature, with various views
and perspectives on the potential for high versus low doses to select for resistance most rapidly. In their
oligogenic model, Renton et al. [112] were able to show that reduced herbicide rates did accelerate selection
for quantitative herbicide resistance in an outcrossing weed species. Gardner et al. [121] advocated the
use of revolving high and low pesticide doses to slow the evolution of co-occurring major gene and
quantitative resistance traits.
Simulations of HR in weeds can be used to explore the likely causes of previous occurrences
of herbicide resistance. Long-term data records can be compared to partnered simulation outputs,
thereby allowing investigations to isolate the causes of current HR problems. HR simulations can also
be useful to predict the longevity of currently functioning herbicide-based weed control management
systems. However, better predictions are provided using comparative analysis, due to the difficulty of
determining the specific influences of the many factors which influence HR evolution. Resistance is a
numbers game and HR models have also been used to demonstrate that driving weed populations
to small sizes with alternative weed control approaches and crop rotations can significantly slow the
evolution of resistance [119,128].
At their greatest extent, HR simulations will predict changes in density, allele frequency, and the
spread and distribution of HR both within and between fields. Farmers need greater insights into the
likelihood, causes, and projected trajectories of HR weed numbers. Simulations are a very useful tool
to allow both farmers [123] and researchers [119] to explore or emphasize the advantages of locally
implemented IWM, in their fight to protect herbicides from loss due to HR evolution.
7. Management Decision-Support Tools
Farmers and farm advisors developing weed management programs potentially encounter an
impossible burden of information. This is because solutions to weed problems require knowledge
of species-specific, temporally variable relationships among weeds, crops, and possible control
interventions, as well as an understanding of short-term and long-term effects of weed management
tactics [132,133]. Without interpretable information on the complexities and consequences of weed
management interventions, farmers and farm advisors may develop weed management programs that
are inefficient, ineffective, or injurious to nontarget organisms [134–137].
To assist farmers and farm advisors with complex weed management decisions, researchers
develop decision-support tools (DSTs) that combine models of weed population dynamics with efficacy
economics [138–140] and environmental impacts [139,140] of control tactics. These DSTs enable farmers
and farm advisors to both simulate novel management options under local circumstances and learn
concepts of sustainable management in the context of resident weed problems [141–143]. In addition
to being useful for practitioners to better understand and manage local weeds, DSTs are instruments
for researchers to conduct virtual studies that would be prohibitively expensive or impractical in the
field [132]. By clarifying outcomes that are difficult to discover in the field and promoting adoption
of novel tactics, DSTs accelerate development and adoption of optimal weed management strategies.
Further, by promoting discourse between researchers and practitioners [143–146], DSTs contribute
to the communication that fosters both research addressing practical problems and science-based
revisions to implemented practice.
A systematic search for publications identified more than 100 peer-reviewed scientific papers
pertaining to DSTs for weed management (Supplemental Material II, Table S1). This large number of
publications is a consequence of the quantity of information required for DST development, as well the
many DSTs that address weed problems within specific cropping systems and regions. Although each
DST is unique, a DST can be categorized by the management time frame(s) that it addresses. A DST can
either inform methods for the immediate control of weeds competing with a crop (i.e., DST for curative
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tactics), or provide insights for reducing weed population growth and reducing weed infestations in the
future (i.e., DST for preventive management) (Table 1). In addition, a single DST can provide guidance
for both curative tactics and preventive management [133,138]. Curative and preventative DSTs often
include economic considerations to simulate financial implications of weed management decisions.
Table 1. Characteristics and requirements for the two general types of decision support tools (DSTs) for
weed management. Weed management DSTs utilize bioeconomic models that either inform methods
for the immediate control of weeds (i.e., DST for curative tactics), or provide insights for reducing weed
population growth (i.e., DST for preventive management).
Model Characteristic DST for Curative Tactics DST for Preventive Management
Projected output
Short-term control outcomes and
current season profit responses for
possible tactics for controlling weeds
Weed infestation and revenue
responses to different
combinations of tactics occurring
over multiple years
Time frame Single growing season Multiple growing seasons
Information needed
for development
# Economic costs for
potential tactics
# Tactic efficacies against
targeted weeds
# Environmental effects on
control outcomes
# Impacts of escaped weeds on
crop yield and quality
# Expected price received for
harvested product




# Genetic basis and
inheritance of adaptive traits
in weed populations
# Seedbank processes
# Weed suppressive effects of
different combinations of
management tactics




and performance of control
strategies in subsequent
growing seasons




Means for investigating novel,
multiyear strategies for managing
weed communities or problematic
weed biotypes
Decision-support tools for curative tactics enable farmers and farm advisors to compare likely
short-term outcomes for possible control interventions. Although some DSTs model short-term
outcomes for mechanical control tactics [132,147–149]; most curative tactic DSTs inform decisions on
chemical weed control [69,137,145,150–153]. These DSTs provide guidance for choices involving the
necessity of an herbicide application, the types of herbicides to include in an application, herbicide
rates, and application timings [69,132,140,154–157]. Further, many DSTs for curative tactics provide
forecasts on financial consequences for possible weed control procedures, for example [69,132,154–157].
Curative tactic DST development requires information on intervention costs and expected benefits,
which are conditioned by both intervention efficacies against targeted weeds and impacts of escaped
weeds on crop yield and quality. As intervention efficacies are influenced by sizes of targeted
plants [150,158] and densities of targeted infestations [151,152], DSTs for curative tactics can require
users to input data on weed density, target plant size, and weather variables that drive both weed
phenology and weed responses to herbicides [66,134]. Curative tactic DSTs may also require users to
provide real-time information on crop and field conditions [153]. This is because impacts of escaped
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weeds are influenced by crop developmental stage at the time of the intervention [159], and the
suitability of specific tactics can be affected by crop rotation, crop stage, and environmental parameters.
Decision-support tools for preventive management perform two general tasks: first, they project
weed infestation and revenue responses to different combinations of interventions occurring over
multiple years, and second they present weed and profit projections in manners relevant to the intended
audience [142,143,146–149,160,161]. By executing these tasks, DSTs for preventive management allow
farmers and farm advisors to gain insights into systems and practices that avert weed problems and
reduce weed densities over time. Decision-support tools for preventive management are built with life
history models that simulate weed population dynamics at annual time steps [11]. Many DSTs for
preventive management focus on weed species with annual life histories. These DSTs frequently include
weed population dynamic models with sub-models for seedbank processes such as change in seedbank
density or fluctuation in seedbank depth structure [133,142,149,160,161]. Additional information
required for preventive management DST development includes data on tactic costs [162,163], as well
as tactic consequences on weed population growth, and the performance of available control tactics in
subsequent growing seasons [133,142,164].
Similar to DSTs for curative tactics, DSTs for preventive management feature user-friendly interfaces
that allow farmers and farm advisors to customize and compare possible sequences of management
interventions that would be impractical to evaluate in the field. However, unlike curative tactic DSTs,
preventive management DSTs do not provide explicit instructions for cost-effective control of specific
weed problems [138]. Such recommendations would likely be inaccurate because exact conditions and
prices are difficult to predict years ahead. Rather than sources for prescriptive recommendations,
DSTs for preventive management are instruments for teaching foundational concepts in weed
management [141–143]. Educational programs on IWM [141,142], HR management [142,161,165],
and seedbank management [152,166] have each used DSTs to demonstrate general concepts in local
circumstances. As adoption of a novel tactic is more likely if the tactic is presented under local
circumstances [167], and because DSTs foster experimentation intrinsic to learning [168], DSTs for
preventive management can be central to educational efforts that promote new approaches to
weed management.
8. Conclusions
This review, using selected examples, provides an overview of the general structure of weed
models, a synthesis of how models have been utilized in key areas within weed science and management,
what quantitative insights have been gained from such models, and what pragmatic outcomes for
management are possible using models. Within the five thematic areas, there were key learnings and
applications. However, users must be mindful of the inherent limitations of simulation models in terms
of what they can and cannot offer, the challenges with parameter estimates, and the robustness of model
predictions. Thus, the user must evaluate, interpret, and apply the model predictions accordingly.
“All models are wrong, but some are useful”. This popular quote by the British statistician George
E.P. Box clearly illustrates that models cannot accurately predict the future reality, but can provide
quantitative estimations of what are the likely outcomes with a level of certainty. Researchers, managers,
regulators, and policy makers alike resort to models when the future trends are not obvious and when
they can benefit from a knowledge-based prediction of the future to facilitate informed decision making.
While model predictions are not exact, they can be useful to project future trajectories. From a field
management standpoint, models are invaluable for comparative evaluation of different management
options and select the ones with the most negative impact on long-term weed population dynamics.
Considering that model predictions are associated with some level of uncertainly, the outputs can be
appropriately presented as a range of probable outcomes, rather than a point estimate.
There have been several examples of successful application of simulation models for arable weeds
in understanding specific life history processes or long-term population dynamics for optimizing
management interventions. A notable example is the ‘Soycal’ app (https://cropwatch.unl.edu/soycal/
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app/index.html) that provides weed seedling emergence advisories based on seedling emergence
models. Likewise, there have been practical uses of DSTs for guidance on weed management
decisions [16,142,145]. DSTs have also been used as an educational or instructional tool to disseminate
research knowledge [146,167]. Models are not always meant to be directly used by farmers. In several
cases, models were used by researchers to develop best management practice (BMP) recommendations,
which were then disseminated to practitioners. A good example is the glyphosate resistance simulation
model for Palmer amaranth developed by Neve et al. [169], which was used to compare various
management programs and develop a BMP recommendation. DSTs are often used to transform and
deliver complex models in a user-friendly format. Grower use of DSTs are also very limited, but they
are predominantly used by crop consultants, industry representatives, and agrichemical distributors
who typically provide management recommendations to farmers. This was evident from a recent user
survey conducted for the PAM model [142] by Lindsay et al. (unpublished data).
It is, however, important to recognize that only a small proportion of the models (including
DSTs) ever developed were widely applied to real-world problems in pest management [141,143,144].
Reasons for low rates of adoption include, but are not limited to: practitioners consider models not
relevant to local conditions; practitioners not having time to learn model operational procedures;
models are inadequately maintained to keep pace with temporal changes in weed community structure,
crop production economics, and computer software standards [141,143,144,170,171]. For DSTs,
considering the challenges associated with their development and maintenance, they may be more
suited for education rather than prescription. DSTs have been invaluable in the instruction of
difficult-to-demonstrate concepts and BMPs to practitioners, researchers, students, and policy makers
who collectively influence weed management practices now and in the future.
A sound consideration to the important mechanisms influencing weed demographic processes,
a proper representation of such mechanisms in the model framework, and robust model parameter
estimation are vital for ensuring satisfactory model performance. While research on weed biology and
ecology has gained momentum over the past four decades, especially on weeds with high risk for herbicide
resistance evolution, knowledge gaps still exist for several life cycle parameters for many agriculturally
important weed species. We still commonly rely on assumptions and opinions for key model parameters,
which affects the robustness and reliability of model predictions. More research efforts should be invested
in filling these knowledge gaps. In addition to the statistical noise, uncertainty in parameter values
and field variability may influence model performance. Thus, models should incorporate stochasticity,
especially for those parameters determined to be important based on sensitivity analysis. Moreover,
evolutionary adaptation in weeds is expected to alter the magnitude of weed–crop interference, and thus
recurrent parameterization and recalibration of these models may be required. Knowledge gaps also exist
on the development of multi-species models of weed dynamics. Perennial weeds, including those species
with both vegetative and seed perpetuation strategies, require more attention.
Spatially explicit models that consider the interactions of neighboring fields and farms at the
landscape scale require special attention. In this respect, dispersal of propagules that are often
associated with the movement of agricultural machinery between farms need adequate consideration
in the models. Related to this, PMGF also plays an important role, but knowledge gaps exist on the rate,
magnitude, and scope of PMGF in a number of problematic weed species such as Palmer amaranth
and kochia. This has accelerated the urgency of developing and validating more comprehensive
mechanistic gene flow models. Such models will allow weed researchers and practitioners to better
identify the key factors driving short- and long-distance gene flow in different mobile weed species in
different environments, thereby facilitating more proactive mitigation strategies and tactics. To realize
this goal, various dispersal kernel models can form the basis for enhancing predictive capabilities of
weed seed and pollen movement across heterogeneous landscapes.
Given the complexity of developing these models, establishing open code-sharing databases may
tremendously benefit researchers and accelerate model development. Further, investing more efforts
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on translating complex models into user-friendly website applications for practitioners may promote
practical implementation.
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